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Questions



Black board/ PPT



Absorption, spontaneous and stimulated emission processes
with EL diagrams due to radiation –matter interaction
Ground, excited and metastable states
Introduction to laser and its characteristic properties
Stimulated emission as principle of lasing action
Pumping types and population inversion
Components of lasers – active medium, pumping source, reflecting
mirrors and power supply for pumping
Types of lasers based on nature of active medium
Atoms and molecules can be excited by supplying external energy
Active medium is the source of atoms or molecules
Pumping process is essential for achieving population inversion
Metastable states are useful for laser transition
Stimulated emission generates coherent photons
Electronic transitions are responsible for lasing in solid state laser
Differentiate spontaneous and stimulated emission.
Give the significance of meta-stable states.
Why population inversion is necessary?
Essential components of laser set up
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Objectives


To enable student to understand

energy absorption and emission
mechanisms



To make the student to understand the
principle of laser, its characteristics

and components

Outcomes
Student will be able to explain


Absorption, spontaneous and stimulated

emission processes


Meta stable states and population
inversion



Principle of lasing and components for

laser set up

Pre requisites
Basic knowledge on


Concept of photons, ground state and
excited states of atoms

Terms used


Spontaneous emission



Relaxation time



Stimulated emission



Coherent photons & Laser characteristics



Active medium



Optical and electrical Pumping and sources



Reflective mirrors

INTRODUCTION TO LASER
[LASER stands for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation]

Laser is a special light compare to normal light with the following characteristics
High intensity
Monochromaticity (Single wavelength)
Directionality (Less divergence)
Coherence (Same wavelength, phase and frequency)

PRINCIPLE OF LASER
To know the principle, let us try to understand the interaction of radiation with matter.
Matter refers to collection of atoms or molecules in solid, liquid and gaseous phase
Radiation refers to electromagnetic radiation and composed of photons (energy E = hν)

When photons in radiation excite the atoms in a matter, following processes occur;
Absorption

Emission

Spontaneous emission
Stimulated emission

Absorption
E2

E2- E =1 hν
Photon of energy E = hν

In absorption, photons of energy E = hν
incident on atoms.
The atoms consist of central nucleus and
surrounding
electrons.
The
electron
(outermost orbit) inside the atom absorbs
energy and excited to permitted higher
energy levels.

E1

Spontaneous emission

E2

E2 - E1 = hν

Photon of energy
E = hν
E1

The excited atom resides in excited level for a
certain period of time ( micro seconds) called
relaxation time
After completing the relaxation time, due to
normal tendency to occupy ground state, the
atoms spontaneously come to ground state
During this downward transition, the
difference in energy E = hν is released in the
form of photon.

Since this is taking place spontaneously, we
call it as spontaneous emission

Stimulated emission

E=hν

E2

E2 - E1 = hν

Coherent Photons of
energy E = hν are
released
E1

The excited atom resides in excited level for a
certain period of time (micro seconds) called
relaxation time
But before completing this time, some of the
photons with energy E = hν stimulate the atoms at
the excited state and induce them to go to
ground state, as both of them in
same
frequencies (ν).
This emission is stimulated by external photons and
is called stimulated emission.
In this emission, since the atom is going to the
ground state, the difference in energy is released in
the form of photon along with the stimulating
photon .

Therefore photon with additional frequency is
emitted during stimulated emission process.
These photons have same frequency, phase and
wavelength and are called as Coherent photons

FORMULATION OF LASER

E = hν

E = hν

E2

E2 - E1 = hν

Coherent
Photons of
energy E = hν

E1

E = hν

E2

E2 - E1 = hν

E2

E2 - E1 = hν
Coherent
Photons of
energy E = hν

E1

Coherent
Photons of
energy E = hν

E1

In the first diagram, two coherent photons are released
These two photons again induce emission in two atoms and four photons
are released
These four photons again induce four atoms at excited state and eight
coherent photons are released
Thus an avalanche is created and coherent beam of photons are released

FORMATION OF LASER
Since laser beam forms due to a huge number of photons in small cross
sectional area, photon number should be increased to an optimum level and
then should be released as laser.

Laser beam
Partially reflecting
mirror

100% reflecting
mirror
Active medium

In the above diagram, the photons are increasing gradually and reach the end
of the active medium (source of atoms or molecules) and they are turned
back using a mirror and again reflected on the other side by another mirror.
Among two mirrors one is fully reflecting and another is partially reflecting.
This is because, after gaining sufficient energy, the high dense photons are
released through partially reflecting window and come out as laser beam.

COMPONENTS OF LASER
ACTIVE MEDIUM
It is the medium in which Laser action takes place. Active centres are atoms or
molecules which involve in absorption and emission process]
o
o
o
o

Solid state laser
Gas laser
Molecular laser
Semiconductor laser, etc

REFLECTING MIRRORS
100% reflecting and partially reflecting mirrors
To build up number of photons through forward and backward journey through
active medium
Partially reflecting mirror is to release the laser beam out from active medium

PUMPING SOURCE
Pumping is the process of supplying energy to atoms so that they can be excited
to higher energy levels

Various types of Pumping
o Optical Pumping – Xenon, Crypton Flash Lamps
o Electrical Pumping - Electrical discharge tubes
o Chemical Pumping by the usage of thermal energy released due to
chemical reactions [exothermic]
o Thermal pumping by supplying heat energy

POWER SUPPLY
Needed to trigger pumping mechanism

ENERGY LEVEL SCHEME

Excited state [less relaxation time]
Spontaneous transitions

Population Inversion
Metastable State [higher relaxation time]

Stimulated emissions with
coherent photons

Ground State
Metastable states are highly useful in achieving population inversion [N2 > N1]
Population inversion - No. of atoms per unit volume in excited state (N2) is greater than

that of ground state (N1)
Normal population [N1 > N2]

BASICS ON WORKING OF LASER
Efficient Pumping brings more atoms to excited levels at once

This results in population inversion at metastable states
From meta-stable states, atoms come to lower states through
stimulated emission, releasing coherent photons

Coherent photons are suitably multiplied and laser is produced
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